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Let’s solve all of these!
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Correct, Hardware-agnostic INtermittent
CHeckpointing Instrumentation Layer with

Low-overhead Adapation
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I Identify protected variables via liveness analysis

I If x’s live-range crosses a checkpoint, it needs to be protected

I allocated in non-volatile memory
I consistency between reboots thanks to undo logging

I log before every potential write to a protected variable that
may be the variable’s first write since a checkpoint
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I After compilation, some parts of the stack also need to be
protected

I Store them on a non-volatile stack
I For consistency, keep track of top and depth pointer

I depth is the deepest the stack has popped to since last
checkpoint

I at next checkpoint, need to back up what’s between the two
pointers
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# Checkpoints RSA CEM BC

Chinchilla 16 30 15
Alpaca 315 1611 710
Ratchet 7643 2319 8907



Chinchilla does end up with larger binary size - cost we pay for
performance and reliability.
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